BD Life Sciences – Integrated Diagnostic Solutions
Becton, Dickinson and Company hereby certifies to

that samples of all BBL™ brand prepared plated, tubed, and bottled media received by the above named customer were quality control tested and performed acceptably according to the BBL specifications, which includes CLSI standards where appropriate, as specified in the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute Document M22-A3 Quality Control for Commercially Prepared Microbiological Culture Media.

BBL quality control specification are provided in the Quality Control and Product Information Manual for Plated and Tubed Media, or can be provided by contacting BD Technical Services at 800.638.8663.

Signed: Nancy Desesa
Sr. Director, Quality Management

Date: 02 JAN 2020

BD Life Sciences – Integrated Diagnostic Solutions
Becton, Dickinson and Company
7 Loveton Circle, MC640
Sparks, MD 21152 USA